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At human foot we are passionate about crea  ng the world’s most comfortable woven sandal, but the 
secret comfort features we build into every pair will only work if your woven sandal fi t correctly and work 
properly with your feet. For Designer to provide a wealth of informa  on about looking a  er these miracles 
of biological engineering, wander, stroll or saunter in the utmost comfort. In this ar  cle, basic defi ni  ons 
and elements of woven footwear comfort and understanding comfort of tex  le materials, its relevance 
to braided footwear choice and some assessment methods have been discussed. The impact of fabric 
and braided footwear a  ributes on braided footwear comfort was explored. Psychological, physical and 
physiological percep  ons of braided footwear comfort were reviewed, including subjec  ve and objec  ve 
modes of assessment. A thorough discussion of handle comfort was presented; including assessment 
methods for most researchers has been on sensorial and thermal comfort.

Keywords: Braided, Comfort Elements, Ancient Egyp  an, Footwear.

 1. INTRODUCTION 

Braided footwear is an essen  al human need with 
several func  ons, braided Footwear in ancient 
Egypt was common, and although manufacturing 
techniques were fairly limited, the varia  on in forms 
is quite large. The present paper presents yet another 
category of fi bre braided Sandal s: coiled sewn 
braided Sandal s (Fig. 1). As usual in studies of ancient 
Egyp  an braided footwear, this paper focuses on the 
technological aspects and includes a descrip  on [1]. 
The choice of braided footwear is based on many 
factors such as personal desires, behavior consumers 
and the par  cular applica  on; which are user 
dependent factors? However, people’s preferences 
may also be dynamic with fashion seasons, 
environment, age and type of ac  vity in summer, to 
the wearer, comfort can be qualifi ed as one approach 
to evaluate performance of braided footwear. In this 
concept, braided footwear engineers and designers 
ought to consider braided footwear comfort as a 
quality aspect contribu  ng to total woven footwear 
performance and the user’s sa  sfac  on [24].  People 

using similar braided footwear, in the same physical 
se   ng may experience diff erent Comfort levels. 
Hence, some models footwear have been suggested 
to predict comfort response using defi ned variables , 
With increasing consumer informa  on and concern, 
there is equally growing market compe   veness and 
research partly enhanced by wearers’ feedback on 
footwear comfort. On the manufacturers’ side, these 
studies are useful aides, in predic  ng appropriate 
footwear designs having in mind the material 
requirements and design elements in rela  on to 
the intended end use [26]. For instance, for summer 
footwear; the fabric type, and the nature and 
posi  on of openings are important. During rest, the 
braided fabric plays the most important role, while, 
during ac  vity, the design and loca  on of openings is 
signifi cant [27]. We reviewed recent works relevant 
to braided footwear comfort; mainly including basic 
defi ni  ons, comfort models and the general elements 
in braided footwear comfort.
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1.1. DEFINITION AND SCOPE OF BRAIDED 
FOOTWEAR COMFORT 

Comfort may be defi ned as a neutral state in which 
an individual experiences no pain or discomfort 
[14.7] . Comfort involves a balance of physiological, 
psychological and physical aspects between a person 
and the environment [14]. Braided footwear comfort 
is commonly associated with s  muli and sensa  ons 
that shoes feel with change in human ac  vity and 
the microclimate [18]. And the Related thermal 
compa  bility to fabric surface contact dynamics. For 
footwear use, this idea was successfully explored 
further on fabrics, followed the trend, studied the 
structure of blended fabrics in rela  on to hand and 
while focused on sensa  ons perceived by wearers, 
for diff erent kinds of fi ber/yarn denier, concluding 
that denier had an eff ect on fi nal sensa  ons. that 
although wearers consider design factors like fi t, 
workmanship, style, comfort, color, ease of care, 
durability/ serviceability, hand, absorbance, cool/
warm feeling, fashion and design during braided  
footwear purchase, comfort was the most sought, 
followed by fi t.[25, 29] that noted demographic 
infl uence in casual braided  footwear selec  on in 
na  ve China but stressed that comfort came fi rst. 
Asserted the Home Economists [19] that wearers 
looked for a cool or warm, and/or smooth feeling 
in braided footwear, compared to a  en  on on care 
and laundry guides. The comfort preference is more 
to the physiological and physical feeling than it is for 
psychological fulfi llment. 

1.2. MODELS OF COMFORT BRAIDED FOOTWEAR

Comfort is a wide and complex phenomenon with 
several a  ributes [5,8]. There are many models 
designed to explain braided footwear comfort. A few 
will be considered in this review. A model highlighted 
the rela  onship between braided footwear, the 
person and the 
environment. These 
three components 
were characterized 
by several variables, 
which included: rate 
of body temperature, 
p e r s p i r a t i o n , 
evapora  on, smooth 
surface area and 
heart rate. These 
characterized the wearer. Braided footwear was 
characterized by thermal insula  on, weight, thickness, 
air permeability/ breathability, wind resistance and 
surface area. Environmental variables were; rela  ve 

humidity, air movement, temperature and radiant 
heat. Variables related to braided footwear comfort 
were singled out to defi ne braided footwear comfort 
as a func  on of the wearer, braided footwear and 
environmental a  ributes. The designed a subjec  ve 
assessment model for braided  footwear  comfort by 
introducing psychophysiological a  ributes, including; 
fi t, style and fashion, end-use, tac  le and aesthe  c 
proper  es and occasion (Fig. 1). We can modifi ed 
concept was also introduced, sta  ng that the wearer 
sieves through the physical and psychophysiological 
elements using inner personal modifi ers to establish a 
comfort level. Such modifi ers may include: personality 
as like lifestyle, preferences.

1.3. ANCIENT EGYPTIAN BRAIDED FOOTWEAR 

Descrip  on of Coiled sewn braided Sandal s are a 
rather small group that includes specimens in the 
Bri  sh Museum, the Petrie Museum of Egyp  an 
Archaeology as example.[2] . 

1.4. SOLE BRAIDED SANDAL

The soles are made of a bundle of halfa grass, which 
is coiled. In the middle of the braided Sandal, the 
coiling might start by including the end of the bundle 
together with the fi rst coil in the winding (Fig.1,[II]c 
), or not (Fig. [II]b). Sewing with small strips of dom 
palm leaf secures the coils; in doing so, the strips 
wrap the bundle (Fig. [II]d). In this, the manufacturing 
technique is the same as in sewn braided Sandals. In 
contrast to sewn braided Sandal s, in coiled or coiled 
sewn braided Sandal s, no edges are a  ached because 
there are no ends to fi nish: the coiling itself already 
results in a strong edge. However, one of the studied 
examples, Petrie Museum UC 28314iii (Fig. [II] c , 
double arrow), shows a very thin outer bundle. This 
edge is not func  onal in contrast to the edge in sewn 
braided Sandal s where it secures the ends of the 
horizontal bundles (Fig. [II] a).

Fig. 1: Three braided Sandals made with closely 
connected manufacturing techniques [3-4]. Scale 
bar in cm. [a] Dorsal surface of sewn braided Sandal, 
Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung Berlin 

  [I]                                            [II]                                                        [III]  
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ÄM 616. Photography by E. Endenburg, courtesy of 
Ägyptisches Museum und Papyrussammlung Berlin.  
[b] Dorsal surface of coiled braided Sandal, Petrie 
Museum UC 28308. Photograph copyright of the Petrie 
Museum of Egyp  an Archaeology (UCL). [c] Dorsal 
surface of coiled sewn braided Sandal, Petrie Museum 
UC 28314iii. Inset: detail of the start of the coiling in 
the centre of the braided Sandal. Photograph copyright 
of the Petrie Museum of Egyp  an Archaeology (UCL). 
[d] Construc  on drawing of the sewing technique in 
braided footwear. Drawing by E. Endenburg. Not to 
scale. Among the few examples of coiled sewn braided 
Sandals, two shapes can be dis  nguished, both of which 
are made using diff erent techniques. At least one, 
but possibly three, braided Sandals are longitudinally 
symmetrical and thus straight, with a slightly constricted 
waist (cf. Type A of sewn braided Sandals). Towards the 
front, the lateral as well as the medial edge diverge 
outward and terminate in a rounded toe. Braided 
Sandal has a shape that compares well with type B 
of sewn braided Sandals. These two braided Sandal s 
diff er from the other categories in that they are clearly 
swayed, that is the shape indicates for which foot the 
braided Sandal is meant, and have a strongly pointed 
big toe area. The heel is rounded and the medial edge 
is almost completely straight un  l the curvature of the 
heel and big toe. The lateral edge is curved, giving the 
waist a slightly constricted appearance. Towards the 
front, the lateral edge runs dis  nctly outwards, thus 
crea  ng the largest width of the braided Sandal. The 
front gently curves towards the big toe. The shapes of 
the le   and right braided Sandals, however, are not 
exactly the same.3 Nevertheless, they are registered 
as a pair, but it is ques  onable if they were originally 
a pair (Fig. [II]a). The big toe area in the le   one is 
much squarer rela  ve to the right one, resul  ng in 
a straighter medial edge. The right braided Sandal 
has a centre that is comparable, although it does not 
show the triangular start: the bundle is much thinner 
and could therefore be folded more  ghtly. The main 
diff erence, however, is the fact that the fi rst bundle is 
coiled one  me, the end of which tapers and fi nally 
terminates at the fi rst bundle, at the same level as the 
slits for the back straps. On the other (lateral) side, a 
new coil is started at about the same level, forming the 
second coil on this side (double arrow in (Fig. [II]a); it 
con  nues on the medial side as the third coil. Thus, the 
increase of width of the front part of the le   braided 
Sandal is done by increasing the width of the coils in the 
front half; with the right braided Sandal, however, the 
width is increased by inser  ng extra, tapering coils [2]. 

1.5. STRAP COMPLEX

Two diff erent strap complexes [3-4] can be iden  fi ed. 
One is comparable to the type of straps seen in sewn 

braided Sandals (Veldmeijer, in press [a]; in press [b]) 
but not much is le  ; only the a  achment of the back 
strap to the edge of the sole is le   in two examples. The 
other type is best represented by the pair of braided 
Sandals in the Bri  sh Museum (EA 4432, Fig. 1 [a]). The 
front strap is a broad strip of papyrus, which is inserted 
between the bundles at the front, and secured with a 
half knot. The other end is folded, and originally looped 
around the back strap, which is now almost en  rely 
lost. However, the ends of the papyrus back strap are 
s  ll in situ, showing that these are inserted between 
the second and third bundle (seen from the outermost 
bundle), rather than being a  ached to the outermost 
coil (Fig. 1 [a]). Each one is secured at the ventral 
surface by means of an overhand knot (Fig. 1 [a], inset 
of ventral view). 

2. EXPERIMENTAL WORK: 

Design analyses of Braided Sandals Produc  on and wear 
the produc  on of coiled sewn braided Sandals consists 
of various stages. First, the material was collected and 
prepared, for which according is referred to work on 
ancient Egyp  an basketry, gives much a  en  on to this 
topic. 

2.1. The Braided Footwear Comfort Divisions 

There are three basic routs of classes have been broadly 
used to defi ne braided footwear comfort, and include: 
psychological/ergonomic, sensorial/tac  le/physical 
and physiological [15]. Each aspect is important rela  ve 
to context and preference. Also, each comfort aspect 
is infl uenced by a variety of a  ributes within the 
braided footwear wearer-environment se   ng [20]. 
It is important to classify and describe these kinds of 
comfort percep  ons and their s  muli 

2.2. The Metatarso-Phalangiene Joints

Design analyses of A sketch of the foot is created by 
making a footprint of the plan  ng top view (XY plan). 
This will provide a sketch of the foot, including the 
en  re surface, the lateral and medial malleoles, as well 
as the ankle. The points required for the next steps are 
shown in Figure 2 [1] so that these features should be 

used when crea  ng the contour 
for the barefoot print.

Figure 2:  Anatomical Foot 
Measurement Points [1]

1 - extreme point of the foot, 2 
- the center of the heel, 3 - the 
center of the external maleole,
4 - the center of the inner male, 
5 - the bending point of the foot, 
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6 - the center of the metatarso-falangiene joint I, 7 - 
the center of the metatarso-phalangian joint V, 8 - the 
foremost point of the fi nger V, 9 - 10 - Extreme point 
of the leg. 

Design analyses of The planes forming the leg network 
share this network at diff erent distances, one of the 
planes being located below the lateral and medial 
males, with priority being to fi nd the plant fi ngerprint. 
The contour is located on the XY plane so that there 
is a possibility of having a top view of the foot (XY 
plane) requiring this view to select the outline for the 
center of the metatarso-phalangian joint of fi ngers 1 
and 5. In this way, points were selected from the XY 
plane below the plane of the joints 1 and 5. These two 
points will be referred to as 6_xy and 7_xy. To fi nd the 
posi  on of points 6 and 7, the lines are drawn ver  cally 
by 6_xy and 7_xy and the points of intersec  on with 
the contour of the foot result. These intersec  ons are 
points 6 and 7.

2.3. Footwear in ancient Egypt

Modern man tends to consider whether not superior, 
at least completely diff erent from the one who lived 
in an  quity. The truth is, however, that today’s people 
are similar to the old ones, and one of the things 
we have in common is ... footwear. Though this was 
not invented by the ancient Egyp  ans, and most 
representa  ons show us barefoot, there was a type of 
footwear they wore on various occasions even before 
the third millennium, sandals. Their sole was made of 
woven papyrus or, rarely, leather [2], and was  ed to 
the foot with a strap. Egyp  an sandals resemble today, 
Fig. 3:

Figure 3: In the fi rst picture - ancient Egyp  an 
sandal, and in the second - a modern sandal

In most Egyp  an representa  ons, they - whether they 
are laborers, scribes, kings or gods - appear barefoot, 
but archaeological fi nds show that in reality sandals 
were worn at all levels of society, Fig. 4. Everyday 
people, travelers, soldiers, priests, pharaohs all 
wore them, especially during the Temple service, as 
well as in later life at the Judgment of Osiris (in the 
la  er case, white sandals were compulsory as a sign 

of purity). They were so important that they were part 
of the pay of workers, along with other indispensable 
goods, such as wheat, barley, cloth. Besides the prac  cal, 
some  mes aesthe  c role, sandals also played a social 
role: a person with a lower social status had to be 
dissuaded in the presence of one with a superior social 
posi  on. Moreover, from the fi rst dynasty, there is also 
the pres  gious func  on of the “Carrier of the Pharaoh’s 
Sandals”.

Figure 4:  Sandals with papirus braided sole

Given the importance of sandals, it is obvious that there 
is a hieroglyph (a symbol)                     through which they 

were represented, 

 and pronounced tjebut (singular), tjebu   (plural).

 It was    even suggested that the hieroglyph for 
“life”, ankh,  would actually be a sandal strap, probably 
due to the iden  cal or similar pronuncia  on of the two 
words („life“ and „strap“).

Figure 5: The pharaoh’s sandals [32]
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The statue  es in Tutankhamun’s tomb show us wearing 
gold sandals. The pharaoh’s sandals [32] are made of 
wood and covered with a veneer of pearls, green leather 
and gold foil on a reed base, Fig. 5. The outside sole are 
covered with a white reed. The ankle straps are made of 
shell ornamented with a pa  ern drawn in gold foil. The 
inner soles are black and Asian cap  ve fi gures, linked to 
lotus and papyrus stems. Above and below are groups 
of four arcs which, together with the cap  ves, represent 
the nine tradi  onal enemies of Egypt, which the king 
felt painfully when wearing the sandals. The device 
had a long history da  ng back over a thousand years. 
In wearing sandals, it’s very important that papyrus 
or lotus bracelets and straps do not kick the leg while 
walking. Thus, in their manufacture, the joints given in 
points 5, 6 and 7 (5 - the bending point of the foot, 6 
- the center of the metatarso-falangian joint I, 7 - the 
center of the metatarsal-falanga V joint) which gives 
your feet foot comfort. It is also important to look at 
how it aff ects the skin and nerve sensors of the skin, the 
materials from which the beads and straps are made, 
made of leather [2], papyrus and lotus, decorated with 
gold foil(for the pharaoh’s sandals).

Some models of the modern sandal, are iden  cal with 
the ancient sandal. There are a lot of infl uence in shoe 
design, which is coming now in the tendencies for new 
models, Fig. 6.

Figure 6: An  que sandals, very nice decorated with 
natural colors

Figure 7: How are dressing the ancient Egyp  ans.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS:

Throw the Design analyses of Psychological comfort 

focuses on the braided footwear comfort of individuals 
in rela  on to their roles, values and social being. It is 
concerned with internal self-sensibility and the value of 
life, related to sa  sfying oneself within choices available 
[17]. The social-psychological spectrum analyzer 
involves personal aspects like body image, personality, 
cultural/religious/poli  cal values or beliefs, personal 
interests and awareness among others. And that also, 
there are braided footwear a  ributes related to details 
of the fabric and the braided footwear system. They 
include style, texture, aesthe  cs, fashion, suitability, 
design and color. Environmental a  ributes are also 
part of the psychological comfort zone, defi ned by 
elements like occasion, geographical loca  on, clima  c 
condi  ons, social-cultural se   ngs and norms, and 
historical importance, to men  on but a few. Wearers’ 
past braided footwear experience, choices for fi t, the 
desire for comfortable braided footwear and feelings 
about their body do aff ect psychological percep  ons. 
Again, social/cultural values and the visual and 
tac  le informa  on aff ect the percep  on of fi t, hence 
infl uencing the perceived psychological comfort level 
[13]. Results on the rela  onship between braided 
footwear aesthe  c a  ributes and general body 
characteris  cs showed that wearers who possess 
a lower body image, and/or whose body size is 
large, feel more comfortable with braided footwear 
that off ers much cover. It was also established that 
consumer behavior relates closely to their a   tudes 
and values. A connec  on to the physical and 
physiological percep  on was done, with an argument 
that psychological comfort involves the brain ac  vity, 
formula  ng subjec  vely, an overall percep  on of 
sensory sensa  ons from neurophysiologic sensory 
signals through evalua  on of several perceived 
sensa  ons, judging by previous experiences and 
the person’s inner wants [16]. Physical s  mulus, the 
social and cultural environment, emo  on, cogni  on 
and state of mind, among others are some factors 
that infl uence the psychological property of comfort. 

Physical s  mula  ons also 
induce psychological and 
physiological responses 
between the wearer and 
braided footwear, while, 
psychological varia  ons 
also induce physiological 
responses. These 
processes are cyclic; the 
induc  on of one induces 

another, accoun  ng for total comfort perceived by the 
wearer [22].

3.1. Tac  le Sensorial Comfort 

Sensorial comfort includes the various sensa  ons 
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toward discomfort by the wearer when braided 
footwear wholly or par  ally touches the wearer’s skin 
[21]. During ac  vity, physical s  muli from skin braided 
footwear interac  on s  mulate various sensory 
receptors as thermoreceptors, photoreceptors and 
mechanoreceptors, giving rise to a psychophysical 
percep  on. The term “fabric hand” usually applies 
when assessing the sensa  onal property of tex  les 
[23]. Fabric hand is cri  cal to players in the tex  le value 
addi  on chain; from manufacturers to merchandisers, 
in the selec  on and develo ss and s  ff ness. Prickliness 
and itchiness reveal discomfort in form of pain. 
Thermal sensa  ons can also be felt in the same way 
by touch, including warmth, coolness, breathability, 
hotness and chilliness [6]. pment of tex  le materials, 
intended for use in apparel [28, 11]. By touching 
braided footwear fabrics, we can feel tac  le 
sensa  ons like smoothness, roughness, prickliness, 
s  ckiness, scratchiness, so  neMoisture sensa  ons 
are another hand percep  on, and they include among 
others; clamminess, dampness, wetness, s  ckiness, 
nonabsorbent and clingy. Pressure sensa  ons which 
relate to body fi t are another category, and may 
include snugness, looseness, lightweight, heaviness, 
so  ness and s  ff ness [2, 6, 12]. The skin is said to 
be highly sensi  ve to mechanical s  muli, with a 
braided footwear pressure to cause a sensa  on of 
discomfort, and other sensorial proper  es include: 
acous  c nature related to sound and hearing, visual 
or aesthe  c braided footwear percep  ons and the 
odor characteris  c. Some fi bers have natural smell 
or absorb and retain odors easily. This is typical of 
synthe  cs like polyester, and to a small extent, silk a 
natural fi ber and Wool a natural fi ber has a natural 
an  bacterial property by richness in fa  y acids [15]. 

3.2. Infl uence of fi bers and yarns on sensorial comfort 

The braided footwear of overall eff ect on sensorial 
comfort of is a combina  on of several characteris  cs 
of each materials involved fi bers, yarns, fabric, fi nish 
and the wearer. Fabrics made from 100% tough fi bers 
like Jute and linen possess high bending rigidity and 
tensile resilience, while off ering low shear rigidity and 
shear hysteresis magnitudes. Such braided fabrics 
are s  ff er and also have higher surface fric  on. On 
the other hand, braided fabrics of 100% co  on, 
blends of co  on/Jute/linen, and viscose//linen/
co  on, or linen/viscose have rela  vely lower bending 
rigidity, in addi  on to a so  er and smoother braided 
surface, and be  er resilience [5]. The fi ber structure 
and braided morphology defi nitely aff ect the yarns’ 
aesthe  c footwear proper  es, and so for the fabrics, 
including fric  on proper  es of braided footwear. 
According the round shaped fi bers are said to exhibit 
higher luster compared to irregular shaped fi bers and 

mul  dimensional fi bers throw braided footwear. Also, 
with increase in fi ber diameter, density and tenacity, 
prickliness of braided fabrics does increase. Finer fi bers 
yield smooth and fl exible yarns and fabrics of be  er 
draping quality [4, 9, 10]. Higher fi ber-to-fi ber fric  on 
limits the ability of fi bers to slide against or slide 
past each other during yarn and fabric deforma  on 
hence aff ec  ng the yarn fl exibility. Fibers of higher 
crystallinity and alignment such as linen are generally 

tough and posses higher bending rigidi  es [28, 10]. 

Figure 8: Sandals from papyrus

Figure 9:  Sandals made of jute

Figure 10: Sandals made of leather strips

      

Figure 11: Sandals made of leather strips and jute, in 
a modern interpreta  on
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Figure 12: Modern Ou  it made of leather strips and 
jute, with Egyp  an infl uences

4. CONCLUSIONS:

In conclusion, in order to have comfortable Egyp  an 
sandals, it is necessary to use light, fi ne materials, 
yet resistant, to be worn under the dry and humid 
condi  ons of the Egyp  an region. Throw the infl uence 
the comfort elements of ancient Egyp  an braided 
footwear of fashion preferences, cultural and personal 
values/preferences infl uence consumers’ modes and 
styles of braided footwear. some wearers are hinged 
to values associated with fun and excitement; hence 
such would most likely take on braided footwear 
fashion leadership than fashion adop  on. with regard 
to sex and fi t, it was reported that rarely fi nd fi   ng 
braided footwear size braided footwear’s rela  ng 
with age, it was established that while elderly prefer 
braided footwear made from man-made materials, it 
is the reverse for rela  vely young women on braided 
footwear durability, while the younger women had 
more interest in braided footwear design details. 
Social-psychological a  ributes of braided footwear 
comfort will generally vary from person to person, 
infl uenced by individual decisions/ choices for 
what they perceive as related to their preferences 
of braided footwear. Braided footwear prickliness 
is a pain sensa  on, common with coarse fabrics 
especially those that contain animal fi bres. Footwear 
of fabric bending, s  ff ness and shearing proper  es 
are aff ected by the yarn twist. Yarn twist also aff ects 
the aesthe  c characteris  cs of the fabric footwear, 
such as the appearance and feel. At high twist levels, 
the yarn is s  ff er with less fl exibility and deformability, 
and High twist is suscep  ble to producing prickle 
sensa  ons, eff ects associated with some twill weaves 
and Braided weaves. Some yarn modifi ca  ons such 

as braided texturing, give ya rn necessary bulk and 
stretch, and in braided turn the resul  ng fabric acquires 
a warm and so   hand compared to fl at fi lament yarns 
into braided footwear.
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